V3 Architecture For Scalable and Consistent Virtual
Desktops with VMware Horizon View
1. Executive Summary
V3 is Sphere3D’s powerful solution for distributed virtual desktop workloads. The number one challenge to user acceptance
of virtual desktops is performance. The V3 Hyper-converged Appliance is a purpose-built solution for virtual desktops, pretuned and configured for quick deployment and the best user experience. V3 is designed for multi-site envi-ronments using a
distributed architecture, putting desktops closer to end users for a superior experience over a physical desktop.
When virtualizing desktops with the V3 appliance, customers gain the following benefits:
• Predictable and consistent performance; response times stay the same when additional desktop capacity is added
• Deploy virtual desktops in distributed offices with centralized management providing the best user experience
• Accelerated time to full user deployment by avoiding typical VDI project stalls due to performance and scaling issues
• Simplified administration of virtual desktops with Desktop Cloud Orchestrator™
These benefits mean that organizations can finally realize the promise of virtual desktops:
• Increased mobility and device independence for end users
• Allows BYOD users to access corporate desktop while maintaining control of personal desktop and applications
• Reduce capital expenditure (CAPX) costs for end-user devices
• Better data security through controlling access to end-user device when using corporate virtual desktop
• Quickly provision end user desktops
• Higher user productivity with no desktop downtime for maintenance
• Save IT staff time and money on desktop maintenance
This paper quantifies the end-user experience for virtual desktops on the V3 appliance. Login VSI (www.loginvsi.com) is the
industry standard load testing solution for centralized virtualized desktop environments. Using the Login VSI 4.1 benchmark,
we found that the V100 Hyper-converged Appliance has the fastest response time of any other publically reported VSImax
4.1 benchmark, even when testing with the most demanding power-user workloads. The test results also demonstrated
consistent performance of the V3 architecture when scaling out with additional V3 appliances.

Summary of Unique Benefits of the V3 Hyper-converged Platform for Virtual Desktop Workloads
2-8x better performance compared to physical
desktop

Linear scaling from 50 to 1000’s of desktop with
the same sub-second latency

Over 3x reduction in time and cost for deployment

The only solution built with distributed hyperconvergence delivery local desktop performance in
a geographically distributed environment without
sacrificing central management and control

Subsecond latency across varying type of end-user
workloads
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2. Challenges with Virtual Desktop Implementations
At the top of every IT manager’s list of initiatives are the same goals: simplifying IT management, decreasing cost, and
increasing control. VDI promises to deliver on all these fronts, yet many IT managers approach VDI with hesitation because of
slow performance and poor end user experiences.
For desktop replacement virtualization to be successful the first critical item to be addressed is performance — users need
to have an optimal experience. Next is simplicity in deployment and management. Sphere 3D’s approach to desktop
virtualization delivers on all these fronts.
Latency is the number one problem plaguing VDI today, causing performance degradation, and resulting in poor end-user
experiences. Although latency can never be totally eliminated, it can be significantly reduced. To understand how latency
impacts virtual desktop performance, it is important to review the two types of latency that most negatively affect VDI:
network latency, and access latency.
Network latency: Network latency is important because it slows the delivery of information to desktops and laptops.
Network latency is the time delay from when a data packet leaves the designated source until it arrives at the designated
destination. Factors such as the throughput of the network connection, distance of connection, packet size and network type
can affect latency.
Access latency: A second type of latency that negatively impacts VDI is access latency. Ac-cess time is the actual amount
of time it takes to complete access or return the requested data, and is the way that local desktops or laptop computers,
hard disk drives, and solid-state disks are commonly measured. As a rule, when access time is increased, there is a
corresponding decrease in performance, ultimately resulting in a poor end-user experience.
Many architects and virtualization specialists believe that the key to high-performance VDI is to use storage with high IOPs
(input/output requests per second). Increased IOPs are helpful in many ways, but only after you have addressed the number
one issue that plagues VDI deployments: latency. A system can have the fastest storage available, but it will not matter if the
stor-age is too far from the computing resources. As latency increases, the performance of the computing resource directly
decreases, and ultimately so too does the quality of the end user experience decline.
The traditional VDI architecture with expensive SAN arrays rely on large mechanical disk arrays to serve the virtual desktops.
Contrary to perception, mechanical discs in a large array that are op-timized for performance within high bandwidth networks
simply become too much of a bottleneck for effective VDI. SAN arrays can be configured with solid state disks to reduce
access times, but still suffer from unnecessary latency sitting behind a Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) or Serial ATA (SATA)
controller. Additionally, IT managers face a high burden of sizing, configuring and maintaining these SAN arrays.
Newer vendors in the hyper-convergence market try to address the latency and performance issues of traditional VDI
architectures by using a multi-purpose server architecture for the virtual desktop workload. These vendors typically rely on
a clustered file system, which introduces new latencies when scaling-out these systems to add additional virtual desktops.
The impact of this to the end-user is that all the virtual desktops in this cluster experience lower performance. These solutions
cannot deliver consistent performance when scaling-out.
These general-purpose hyper-convergence solutions also present other challenges. First, these clusters can only work in a
highly centralized architecture. There is not the flexibility to deploy virtual desktops in a distributed manner, and will introduce
higher network latency to the end-user. Second, these solutions are highly inflexible for sizing and expanding resources.
When more resources are required, be it compute or storage resources, the IT manager cannot choose which resource to
scale; the only option is for the IT manager to pay for both more compute and more storage.
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3. V3 Virtual Desktop Solution Overview
Sphere 3D’s V3 Hyper-converged platforms for virtual desktop workloads overcomes the primary challenges for delivering
virtual desktops at scale: latency and simplicity. The V3 solution in-cludes the V3 Hyper-converged Appliance family and the
Desktop Cloud Orchestrator (DCO) software for managing virtual desktop pools on the appliances.

V3 Hyper-Converged Appliances
Sphere 3D’s V3 Hyper-converged Appliances are purpose-built and optimized for the virtual desktop workload. The
appliances integrate compute, storage and network interface, as well as the required hypervisor infrastructure.
To obtain the highest performing virtual desktops, the primary workload storage needs to be as close to computing resources
as possible. This means the virtual desktops need to be deployed on a host having local storage. Network-attached storage
or SAN-attached storage can still be leveraged for persistent data storage, but not for primary workload storage (OS and
Temp data) for the virtual desktops.
The V3 Hyper-converged Appliances use high-performance solid-state storage for the primary workloads of virtual desktops
(OS and temp data). Solid-state storage can be controlled in such a way as to perform at much higher speeds in terms of
access latency time, throughput, and IOPs. Solid-state storage comes in many form factors, with the highest performing
solid-state storage located on the PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express) bus, as compared to solid-state
storage sitting behind a Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) or Serial ATA (SATA) controller. The V3 Appliances reduce both network
and access latency by utilizing solid-state storage on the PCIe bus.
The V3 solution can easily scale to accommodate new and changing business and desktop needs. When more desktops are
required, the IT manager can simply add another V3 Appliance to the current infrastructure. Because each V3 Appliance is
not dependent on the resources of another appliance, performance scales linearly for each new appliance added.

Desktop Cloud Orchestrator
All V3 Appliances come with Sphere 3D’s patent-pending Desktop Cloud Orchestrator. DCO provides a simple user-friendly
interface for managing the virtual desktop pools across the V3 Appliances. It was created to aggregate key features that a
desktop administrator would need from VMware’s® View, vCenter, and vSphere into one centralized console, leaving out the
items that a desktop administrator does not use.
DCO utilizes the Optimized Desktop Allocation™ (ODA) technology to enable pool manage-ment from one V3 Appliance to
another across a LAN or WAN. This feature allows V3 Appliances to be deployed in a distributed architecture while ensuring
even persistent desktops can failover successfully.
DCO provides many features and enhancements to simplify the deployment and management of the virtual desktop
environment. DCO is designed so that a desktop administrator (who likely does not have virtualization professional
certifications) can manage the entire virtual desktop environment.
With DCO the desktop administrator can:
• Deploy floating or dedicated desktop pools in minutes without the complexities of traditional VDI deployments;
• Manage multiple V3 Appliances from a single-pane glass;
• Easily perform migrations of desktops from one dedicated pool to another pool within the same enclosure or part of a
cluster configuration of V3 appliances using the policy-based pool management provided by the, Optimized Desktop
Allocation (ODA) feature;
• View and monitor diagnostics information about V3 DCO computing appliances;
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• Easily optimize pool performance by designating datastores for local high-performing solid-state disks and shared storage
for user profiles and data; and
• Access the V3 DCO VMware vSphere plug-in as a tab in vSphere client.

V3 Floating and Dedicated Pools
When configuring a desktop pool through DCO, there are two options; a floating or dedicated pool. The floating pool is not
assigned to individual users, but it can be used interchangeably. This type of pool would be used for the typical shift workers
or students. In a floating pool sce-nario, no deployed desktop belongs to any specific user. These are essentially stateless
virtual desktops to which any entitled user can connect and use. In order to provide a consistent and predictable environment,
the user’s desktop profile must be redirected to the network via Group Policy settings, or managed with third-party software.
Managing these user profiles requires not only desktop administration, but backend network and system administration
support as well.
Failover is inherent in floating pool desktops. Should a network or server component fail, the af-fected set of desktops will
become unreachable. The connection server will then automatically route inbound connections to desktops which are still
available.
In a dedicated pool scenario every desktop is assigned to a user, and each has an attached persistent disk for user data. V3’s
solution is unique in the industry because it supports dedicated pools across local storage, providing unparalleled increases in
performance, while still providing for high-availability through failover to another V3 Appliance.
Dedicated pools are assigned to individual users which no other users can use. Dedicated pools require a SnapScale NFS
share or iSCSI target in order to host the secondary workload (user data and profile).

Optimized Desktop Allocation
Failover is not inherent in dedicated pool desktops because each user is assigned a particular desktop which exists on a
single host. For availability in the event of a failure, the attached per-sistent disk, hosting the user profile and data, must exist
on a shared datastore. The shared datastore can be a SnapScale, SnapServer or SnapSAN device, or utilize an existing
datastore. V3 Optimized Desktop Allocation (ODA) ensures availability for VMware Horizon View deployments using dedicated
desktop pools. V3 ODA is included with V3 Desktop Cloud Orchestrator management software.
ODA interfaces with both VMware View and VMware vCenter to provide a better experience for end-users and for
administrators. ODA ensures intelligent desktop distribution and availability for dedicated desktop pools.
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4. Solution Overview
The following information describes the reference architecture used to test the V100 using Login VSI v.4.1. The reference
architecture, as illustrated in Figure 1, is divided into three logical categories: VMware and Windows Server supporting
infrastructure, Login VSI test infrastructure, and the V3 infrastructure.

Figure 1. V3 Logical Topology
The VMware and Windows Server supporting infrastructure, as well as the Login VSI test infra-structure are installed on an HP
server running VMware ESXi 5.1 to host virtual machines for each of the supporting infrastructure components. Table 1 below
describes the different software components of the solution architecture as well as the test infrastructure.
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Table 1. Infrastructure Software Components
Component

Purpose

VMware vCenter Server 5.1U2 (5.10,1473063)

This server allows management of the vSphere environment through a single user
interface.

VMware View Composer 5.3.2 (5.3.2,1885604)

This software optimizes desktop image management in VMware View that is
creating once and deploys many. Composer allows you to create a single parent
virtual image.

VMware Horizon View VCS 5.3.3 (5.3.3,2299613)

The View Connection Server (VCS) or View Manager Broker provides virtual
desktops as a managed service. Horizon View allows you to create clones and
allows users to access their desktops anywhere with network connectivity to the
server. It provides a View Administrator web portal that provides admin functions.

Microsoft Windows 2008 Features AD, DNS, DHCP

Active Directory domain controller was deployed to support user’s authentication
as a single sign-on service along with DNS for Host or service name to IP Address
resolution and DHCP for assigning IP addresses to VMs. These features are used
to support the VMware Horizon View infrastructure.

VMware View Security Server 5.3.1

Acts as DMZ security server for outside corporate firewall connections.

VMware View Agent 5.3.3.22996

Installed on the parent (Golden Image) so that the View Connection Server can
communicate with the linked clones.

VMware Tools (9.4.10.2092844)

A suite of tools Installed on each VM. It enhances performance of the VM
GuestOS and improves management.

Microsoft SQL Server 2008R2, 64-bit
(10.50.1600.1)

SQL server is the core component of vCenter Server and View Connection Server.

Microsoft Windows Key Management Server

Service that activates computers on a local network, eliminating the need for
individual computers to connect to Microsoft for activation.

Login VSI Server / Share (version 4.1.1.1144)

The Login VSI Server includes the console and analyzer. This is the main
component for configuring and starting the tests. The Login VSI Server is a
Windows Server 2008R2 64-bit.

Login VSI Launcher (version 4.1.1.1144)

The Login VSI launcher does nothing more than launch the 25 sessions from
each of the launcher machines. There are five launchers in our environment. The
launchers are Windows 7 Prof 64-bit.

V3 Desktop Orchestrator (DCO v2.3.5)

This is the primary component of the V3 appliance. It is a virtual machine that
gets deployed. It is used to create and manage desktop pools. It is also used to
manage multiple V3 appliances and create dedicated pool or appliance failover
policies.

Microsoft Windows Server 2008R2SP1 ENT, 64-bit
(6.1.7601)

Active Directory, DNS, DHCP, Login VSI Server are hosted on Windows Server
2008R2 64-bit.

Windows 7 ProfessionalSP1, 64-bit (6.1.7601)

This is the version of Windows 7 that is configured for the Golden Image, KMS
and Login VSI workers.

Windows 7 ProfessionalSP1, 64-bit (6.1.7601)

This is the version of Windows Server 2008 that supports the VMware View,
vCenter Server, Login VSI Server and Microsoft management systems.

The physical topology of the test environment is shown in Figure 2 and described in more detail in Table 2.
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Figure 2. Physical Topology
Table 2. Physical Components
Component

Purpose

V3 V100 Appliance

100 Linked clones created on local SSD datastore.

VMware ESXi Server 5.1.U2 (5.10,1483097)

This is the VMware bare-metal hypervisor Operating System that is installed and loaded
on a physical server. It partitions one physical machine into many virtual machines. The
necessary Windows VM’s that includes Active Directory, DHCP, Login VSI components,
Gold-en Image and supporting VMware VDI infrastructure.

SnapServer XSR 120

This is the NFS storage used as a dedicated pool for dedicated VDI desktops.

NetGear

The network infrastructure consists of dual L3 Managed Gigabit NetGear GSM7324
switch for fault tolerance and performance.

All V3 appliances utilize built-in V3-certified local solid-state NAND Flash storage. By keeping (not just caching) OS and temp
files closer to the CPU, throughput latency is reduced by an order of magnitude compared to traditional SAN/NAS-based VDI
offerings. This local-storage architecture is one of the keys to V3 abilities to deliver the fastest virtual desktops on the market
today.

5. Test Methodology
In order to characterize performance, we used Login VSI which is the standard tool for VDI benchmarking; it can accurately
represent a real-world user workload. This section provides a general understanding on the Login VSI utility used in order to
understand the performance with the V100 appliance.
Login VSI, Inc. delivers industry-standard testing solutions for virtualized desktop and server envi-ronments. The world’s
leading virtualization vendors use the flagship product, Login VSI, to benchmark the performance and scalability of their
solutions. Enterprise IT departments use Login VSI products in all phases of their virtual desktop deployment—from capacity
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planning, to load testing, to change impact prediction—for more predictable performance, higher availability and a more
consistent end user experience. With minimal configuration, Login VSI products works in VMware Horizon View, Citrix
XenDesktop and XenApp, Microsoft Remote Desktop Ser-vices and any other Windows-based virtual desktop solution.
For more information, download a trial at www.loginvsi.com.
Login VSI loads the system with simulated user workloads using well known desktop applications like Microsoft Office,
Internet Explorer and Adobe PDF reader.
Login VSI calculates an index based on the amount of simultaneous sessions that can be run on a single machine. By
gradually increasing the amount of simulated users (sessions), the system will eventually be saturated. Once the system is
saturated, the response time of the applications will increase significantly. This latency in application response time is a clear
indication whether the system is (close to being) overloaded.
The Login VSI workloads (48 minutes) are cut up in 4 segments of 12 minutes each. Each segment has 3 timers in it, roughly
4 minutes apart. So when the logoff setting is set to segment that means those sessions will check if they are allowed to
logoff at the end of a segment. This also means that at the moment the logoff is allowed a session may have just started a
new segment. This means that the time between the logoff being triggered and the logoff actually happening would be around
12 minutes in this case.
There are two values in particular that are important to note: VSIbase and VSImax.
VSIbase: A score reflecting the response time of specific operations performed in the desktop workload when there is little
or no stress on the system. A low baseline indicates a better user experience, resulting in applications responding faster in the
environment.
VSImax: The maximum number of desktop sessions attainable on the host before experiencing degradation in host and
desktop performance.
There are additional values displayed in the Login VSI output to understand as well.
VSImax v4 threshold: VSImax v4 threshold indicates at which point the environments saturation point is reached. It is based
on VSIbase. VSImax v4 threshold is also indicated within the graph.
Stuck sessions: This is how many sessions got stuck during the test. Stuck sessions indicate a prob-lem during the test. As
stuck session do not generate load the VSImax score will be reduced by the number of stuck sessions.
VSI Index Average is the VSImax (Virtual Session Index): This indicates the average value as cal-culated by VSI. The VSI
Index Average differs from Average Response on the fact that Average Response is the pure average. VSI Index Average
applies certain statistical rules to the average to avoid spikes from influencing the average too much.
Figure 3 below is a sample from the Login VSI Analyze output to illustrate how to interpret the test results.
• VSImax = Not reached
• # Sessions Ran Successfully = 48
• VSIbase = 819
• VSImax average= 1588
• VSImax Threshold = 1820
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Figure 3. Sample Login VSI Output
To summarize the results in Figure 3, 50 desktops/sessions were tested on a V50 using the Power Worker profile. 49
sessions ran successfully with one stuck session. The VSImax Power Worker v4.1 was not reached, meaning that additional
desktops/sessions could still be added to the test environment. The 49 successful sessions ran on the V50 with an average
of 1588 millisecond response time.
When the VSI Index Average (blue) and the VSI Threshold (red horizontal) lines meet or comes close, that is when the VSImax
is provided, which indicates the maximum number of desktops that can run on the appliance.
Login VSI simulates workloads with realistic user behavior to simplify performance testing. Login VSI 4.1 has four workloads:
• Task worker (e.g. shift worker in a call center)
• Office worker (e.g. administrative worker)
• Knowledge worker (e.g. accountant or data analyst)
• Power worker (e.g. multitasker, IT-admin)
The previous version of Login VSI, 4.0, had only three workloads; the Office worker was newly created in version 4.1. The
Knowledge worker is comparable to the Medium worker in Login VSI version 4.0. Table 3 below describes the different
characteristics of each workload.
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Table 3. Login VSI 4.1 Workload Characteristics
Workload Name

Apps Open

CPU Usage

Disk Reads

Disk Writes

IOPs

Memory

vCPU

2 to 7

70%

79%

77%

6

1GB

1vCPU

Task worker
Office worker

5 to 8

82%

90%

101%

8,1

1,5GB

1vCPU

Knowledge

5 to 9

100%

100%

100%

8,5

1,5GB

2vCPU

Power worker

8 to 12

119%

123%

123%

10,8

2GB

2vCPU+

6. Test Results
The V100 was tested with Login VSI 4.1 using the local SSD datastore for persistent or Dedicated Pools. The user profiles
with Dedicated Pools are stored on the SnapServer XSR 120 which is seen as a local NFS datastore on the V100.

Task Worker
The Task Worker is focused mostly around Excel actions and Internet Explorer actions. This worker performs repetitive tasks.
The applications typically are not as CPU and RAM intensive. The fol-lowing is the list of applications used with Task Worker.
• Outlook
• Adobe
• Microsoft Excel
• Internet Explorer
• Copy and zip actions
Table 4. Summary of Task Worker Configuration
Task Worker Configuration

Windows 7 ProfessionalSP1, 64-bit (6.1.7601), 1vCPU, 1GB vRAM, 18GB HDD, Optimized
Profiles and Data located on the SnapServer XSR as a Dedicated Pool (Persistent)
Login VSI version 4.1.1.1144
Windows 7 Login VSI up to 5 launchers (25 sessions / Launcher)
Task Worker Test Results: Our results (see Figure 4) show that VSImax for Task worker was not reached for a 100
Desktops. The VSImax 11 (sessions / desktops) at baseline of 754 with an av-erage response time of 886ms.
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Figure 4. Task Worker VSImax Results

Office Worker
The main goal of the Office Worker workload is to be deployed in environments that use only 1vCPU in their VM’s. The
following is the list of applications used with Office Worker.
• Outlook
• Microsoft Internet Explorer
• Microsoft Word
• Adobe Reader
• Microsoft PowerPoint
• Microsoft Excel
• Login VSI Photo Viewer
• Doro PDF Writer
Table 5. Summary of Office Worker Configuration
Office Worker Configuration
Windows 7 ProfessionalSP1, 64-bit (6.1.7601), 1vCPU, 2GB vRAM, 18GB HDD, Optimized
Profiles and Data located on the SnapServer XSR as a Dedicated Pool (Persistent)
Login VSI version 4.1.1.1144
Windows 7 Login VSI up to 5 launchers (25 sessions / Launcher)

Overall the Office Worker workload has less resource usage in comparison to the Knowledge-worker Workload. The
difference was calculated in the same environment with VM’s that had 2vCPU’s versus 1.
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Office Worker Test Results: Our results (see Figure 5) show that VSImax for Office Worker was not reached for a 100
Desktops. The VSImax 118 (sessions / desktops) at baseline of 748 with an av-erage response time of 952ms.

Figure 5. Office Worker VSImax Results

Knowledge Worker
The Knowledge Worker workloads have been designed for 2vCPU workloads. This worker creates documents, presentations,
spreadsheets. The following is a list of applications accessed by the Knowledge Worker.
• Copy and zip actions
• Outlook
• Microsoft Internet Explorer
• Microsoft Word
• Adobe Reader
• Microsoft PowerPoint
• Microsoft Excel
• Login VSI Photo Viewer
• Doro PDF Writer
Table 6. Summary of Knowledge Worker Configuration
Knowledge Worker Configuration
Windows 7 ProfessionalSP1, 64-bit (6.1.7601), 2vCPU, 2GB vRAM, 18GB HDD, Optimized
Profiles and Data located on the SnapServer XSR as a Dedicated Pool (Persistent)
Login VSI version 4.1.1.1144
Windows 7 Login VSI up to 5 launchers (25 sessions / Launcher)
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Knowledge Worker Test Results: Our results (see Figure 6) show that VSImax for Knowledge Worker was not reached for
a 100 Desktops. The VSImax was 120 (sessions / desktops) at baseline of 771 with an average response time of 926ms.

Figure 6. Knowledge Worker VSImax Results

Power Worker
This is the desired worker for a Heavy workload. This worker is based on graphics-intensive applications.
• Copy and zip actions
• Outlook
• Microsoft Internet Explorer
• Microsoft Word
• Adobe Reader
• Microsoft PowerPoint
• Microsoft Excel
• Login VSI Photo Viewer
• Doro PDF Writer
• Increased the amount of Disk Reads
• Increased the amount of Disk Writes
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Table 7. Summary of Power Worker Configuration
Power Worker Configuration
Windows 7 ProfessionalSP1, 64-bit (6.1.7601), 2vCPU, 2GB vRAM, 18GB HDD, Optimized
Profiles and Data located on the SnapServer XSR as a Dedicated Pool (Persistent)
Login VSI version 4.1.1.1144
Windows 7 Login VSI up to 5 launchers (25 sessions / Launcher)

Power Worker Test Results: Our results (see Figure 7) show that despite high CPU usage, VSImax for Power Worker was
not reached for a 100 Desktops. The VSImax 116 (sessions / desktops) at baseline of 763 with an average response time of
965ms.

Figure 7. Power Worker MaxVSI Results

Summary of Test Results
Figure 8 summarizes the test results for the various workloads tested on the V3 V100 appliance and Dedicate Pools.
Notice that regardless of workload, the V100 demonstrates average response times of less than 0.8 of a second, surpassing
all other published results.
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Login VSImax 4.1 Average Response Times for 100 Desktops
Average Response Time
in Milliseconds

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
TASK WORKERS

OFFICE WORKERS

KNOWLEDGE
WORKERS

POWER WORKERS

Figure 8. Summary of Average Response Times

Scale-out with SnapServer XSR 120 Shared Storage
The V3 architecture can easily scale to accommodate new and changing business and desktop needs. The benefits of
the V3 distributed architecture means that when scaling out to accomodate more desktops, all the desktops on the next
appliance will experience the same performance as the previous appliance (when similarly configured). To demonstrate this,
we tested 200 desktops across two V100 appliances. The physical the test environment is shown in Figure 9 and described
in more detail in Table 8 .

Figure 9. Physical Topology of Scaled V3 Environment
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Table 8. Components for Scale-Out Architecture
Component

Purpose

V3 V100

100 Linked clones created on local SSD datastore using Pool00.

V3 V100 additional

100 Linked clones created on local SSD datastore using Pool01.

VMware ESXi Server 5.1.U2 (5.10,1483097)

This is the VMware bare-metal hypervisor Operating System that is installed and loaded
on a physical server. It partitions one physical machine into many virtual machines. The
necessary Windows VM’s that includes Active Directory, DHCP, Login VSI components,
Gold-en Image and supporting VMware VDI infrastructure.

SnapServer XSR 120

This is the NFS storage used as a dedicated pool for dedicated VDI desktops specifically
used for Pool00.

SnapServer XSR 120 additional

This is the NFS storage used as a dedicated pool for dedicated VDI desktops specifically
used for Pool01.

NetGear

The network infrastructure consists of dual L3 Managed Gigabit NetGear GSM7324
switch for fault tolerance and performance.

To demonstrate the full benefits of V3’s scale-out architecture with guaranteed performance, the the Power Worker
configuration was used for the virtual desktops.
Power Worker test results with two V3 appliances: Our results show (see Figure 10) that despite high CPU usage, VSImax
for Power Worker was not reached for a 200 Desktops. The VSImax 210 (sessions / desktops) at baseline of 749 with
an average response time of 980ms. These results are consistent with our expectations that as V3 scales-out, desktop
performance will remain the same on the original 100 desktops, as well as the next 100 desktops on the second appliance.

Figure 10. Power Worker MaxVSI Results with Two V3 Scaled Environment
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Scale-out with SnapScale X2 Shared Storage
In the next scale-out tests, we tested for 250 desktops by adding a third appliance to the envi-ronment, this time by adding
a V50 appliance. For the shared storage in this test environment we used the Overland Storage SnapScale X2. Each V3
appliances has a direct share to each of the NFS scale-out nodes for best optimum performance.
The physical topology of a scaled V3 appliance and the test environment is shown Figure 11 and described in more detail in
Table 9.

Figure 11. Topology for Scale-Out Test with Snapscale
Table 9. Components of Scale-Out Test With Snapscale
Component

Purpose

V3 V100

100 Linked clones created on local SSD datastore using Pool00.

V3 V100

100 Linked clones created on local SSD datastore using Pool01.

V3 V50

50 Linked clones created on local SSD datastore using Pool02.

VMware ESXi Server 5.1.U2 (5.10,1483097)

This is the VMware bare-metal hypervisor Operating System that is installed and loaded
on a physical server. It partitions one physical machine into many virtual machines. The
necessary Windows VM’s that includes Active Directory, DHCP, Login VSI components,
Golden Image and supporting VMware VDI infrastructure.

SnapScale X2 ROS 4.0.089

This is the NFS storage used as a dedicated pool for each of the V3 appliances. Each
Node is used as a target for V3 desktop pools.

NetGear

The network infrastructure consists of dual L3 Managed Gigabit NetGear GSM7324
switch for fault tolerance and performance.
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Power Worker test results with three V3 appliances: Our results show in that despite high CPU usage, VSImax for Power
Worker was not reached for 250 Desktops. The VSImax 245 (sessions / desktops) at baseline of 739 with an average
response time of 926ms.

Figure 12. Power Worker MaxVSI Results with Three V3 Appliances and Snapscale X2

Login Storm
By default Login VSI staggers user logins (sessions) within desktop pools and then looping the configured workloads for a
specified time before logging the session off.
To emulate a Login Storm, we changed the Login VSI Launch Window Time; it was configured to launch 100 virtual desktops
over a period of 15 seconds versus the default of 2880 seconds (48min). Login Storms generate a significant IOPS due to
multiple factors:
• User Profile Activity
• OS services on the virtual desktop
• First Launch of Applications
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All 100 desktops logins initiated within the 15 second time frame. Figure 12 shows the Login Storm results and shows that all
100 desktops completed their logins in fewer than 40 seconds. The average response time was 24 seconds during the Login
Storm.

Figure 13. Test Results with for 100 Desktops Launched within 15 Seconds

7.Conclusion
The V3 Hyper-converged Appliance with Desktop Cloud Orchestrator is purpose-built to provide a simple and fast solution
for virtual desktops. The reference architecture described here demonstrated the superior and consistent user-experience
available only with the V3 Hyper-converged Appliances.
Using Login VSI 4.1 software, Sphere 3D measured the response times of 100 simulated desktop users, using the most
demanding workload typical of “power workers”, including many graphics-intensive applications. Sphere 3D’s results showed
consistent sub-second response times compared demonstrating better response times than any hyper-converged and
traditional infrastructure providers that used less-intensive, medium-level or “knowledge worker” workload simulations.
Sphere 3D also demonstrated the linear performance scaling and benefits of its distributed hyper-converged architecture.
With the addition of each V3 appliance, users are guaranteed the same consistent performance. With the V3 distributed
architecture, customers simply add a new V3 appliance of any size to scale out. For example, to simulate the performance of
250 power users’ desktop workloads, Sphere 3D added to the original 100 desktops tested a second V3 V100 appliance as
well as a V3 V50 appliance. The tests demonstrated that V3 appliances maintained the same sub-second average response
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times for all 250 users. Published test results from competing hyper-converged or traditional solutions built on clustered
files systems showed degradation in scaling and a slowdown in average response times as the number of desktops
increased. In comparison, with the distributed V3 architecture, customers will continue to get the same consistent
response time, even when scaling thousands of virtual desktops.
With its distributed hyper-converged architecture, V3 can be deployed closer to the end user and offers the lowest
latency by executing workloads local to the end user’s IT infrastructure, while at the same time offering centralized pool
management across the distributed infrastructure. Sphere 3D’s V3 appliances are designed to simply drop-in and integrate
into a customer’s existing IT environment to avoid unnecessary “rip and replacement” of their infrastructure equipment.
Organizations can now feel confident of replacing all their physical desktops with virtual desk-tops provided by V3.
For more information on the V3 appliance solutions please see www.sphere3d.com.
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